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QUESTION 1

A design you are working on calls for several "G series" media gateways, and you have determined the number of
Digital Signal Processor (DSP) resources that are needed. 

In which two ways can you determine how many "G series" gateways are needed in a design? (Choose two.) 

A. Divide the calculated number of DSPs by 320 to determine how many G450s are needed. 

B. Divide the calculated number of DSPs by 120 to determine how many G430s are needed. 

C. Divide the calculated number of DSPs by 340 to determine how many G450S are needed. 

D. Divide the calculated number of DSPs by 128 to determine how many G430s are needed. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

While working on a proposal that includes Avaya IX messaging you are comparing required features and licensing.
Which Avaya IX Messaging feature requires an additional license? 

A. Text to Speech (TTS) 

B. Single sign on (SSO) 

C. Sync with Office 365 and Google emails 

D. Additional non-Avaya PBX integrations 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

You are designing media gateways at remote locations for a customer. They have requested the following: 

Analog telephone calls go through the PSTN in case of power outage. Redundant power supply The same
administrative and telephone functionality during WAN outage 

Which design meets these customer requests? 

A. A design with G450 gateways with dual power supplies, and Standard Local Survivability 

B. A design with G430 gateways with dual power supplies, and Standard Local Survivability 

C. A design with G450 gateways with dual power supplies, and S8300 Survivable-Remote 

D. A design with G430 gateways with dual power supply, and S8300 Survivable-Remote 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

You are adding 1400 users to an existing Avaya Aura communication core- The customer wants the same services for
alt users, but with this expansion there Is not enough bandwidth for audio and video calls for all. 

If the bandwidth parameter Is set lower than the minimum video requirement, what will happen to users Initiating audio
and video calls? 

A. Audio calls will connect but video calls will not initiate. 

B. Audio and video calls will connect for some users. 

C. Audio and video calls will connect for all users. 

D. Audio calls will connect and video calls will connect as audio calls. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

On an Avaya Aura 7.x deployment with shuffling turned on within Communication Manager (CM), which statement
describes the media processing resources or Digital Signaling Processor (DSP) requirements for a SIP-SIP two-party
call between endpoints using the same codec? 

A. This call will shuffle after initial call set-up; i.e., one media-processing (DSP) channel is required for the first 20
seconds of the call, for each party. 

B. This call cannot shuffle, and two media-processing (DSP) channels are required for the entire call duration. 

C. SIP-SIP two-party calls will use SIP Direct Media, so no media-processing (DSP) channels are required for this call. 

D. SIP-SIP multi-party calls do not shuffle, and after setup use one media processing (DSP) channel for the entire call.. 

Correct Answer: A 
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